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OWB LIGHT-BEARING HOLSTER 

ATTACH YOUR LIGHT-BEARING HOLSTER YOUR WAY

MADE IN USA

Our Dual Pattern Design Fits a Wide Variety of 
Leading Industry Attachments and Mounts 
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Avoid accidental light/laser activation while the firearm is holstered.
Fine-tune a fast draw with dual retention screws.
Protect your firearm from excessive holster wear by reducing drag on the controls and
ejection port.
Supports firearm customization - Compensators, slide mounted optics (Trijicon RMR),
suppressor height sites, threaded barrel drop through.
Conceal all day without excess material or sharp edges to cause unwarranted discomfort.
Maintain full access to magazine release for administrative reloads.
Carry every day for years to come with a rugged holster made from ultra-durable 0.125
Genuine Kydex 100.
 M7 Holster ships in 1-2 business days.

Are you prepared to identify and control threats in low-light environments?
 
The M7 is the ideal OWB light-bearing holster for detectives, off-duty officers, or range
shooters desiring passive retention (level 1). The M7 is precisely fit to carry your exact
firearm and laser/light combination. We test every holster with each actual firearm
model/gen and light/laser (no blue guns). Now you can comfortably open or conceal carry
your firearm with a WML (weapon-mounted light/laser) all day long while maintaining the
ability to execute a fast and smooth draw.
 
Dual Pattern Design
 
The M7 is designed with two industry leading mounting patterns to provide you with a wide
range of possible mounting and attachment options. These mounting patterns allow you to
attach your M7 to a Safariland QLS fork, mount paddle, drop leg platform, Molle webbing,
and more. Compatible with Safariland, Blade-Tech, and G-Code (Hangar #39). *The M7
includes a Tek-Lok style attachment.
 
Details Matter
 
We are committed to providing an unmatched selection of next-gen open and concealed
carry holsters for light-bearing weapons. By leveraging the latest 3D modeling and
manufacturing technology, we are in a unique position to continuously innovate our line of
precision fit holsters for a wide selection of firearms and light/laser combinations while
maintaining some of the shortest lead times in the industry.
 
Every combination is different — every detail matters to us.
 

 
*The M7 includes a Tek-Lok style attachment. Additional attachments and accessories that
can be purchased from Werkz, Safariland, Blade-Tech, and G-Code.
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Supported Handgun/Light Combinations
 
Glock 17 / 19 / 34 / 45 (4.48 inch Barrel)
Streamlight TLR-8
Streamlight TLR-7
Streamlight TLR-1 / TLR-1S / TLR-1HL
Olight Baldr Pro
Viridian X5L Gen3 / XTL Gen3
 


